Ultrastructure of the Intact Skeleton of the Human Erythrocyte Membrane
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Abstract. Filamentous skeletons were liberated from isolated human erythrocyte membranes in Triton X-100, spread on fenestrated carbon films, negatively stained, and viewed intact and unfixed in the transmission electron microscope. Two forms of the skeleton were examined: (a) basic skeletons, stripped of accessory proteins with 1.5 M NaCl so that they contain predominantly polypeptide bands 1, 2, 4.1, and 5; and (b) unstripped skeletons, which also bore accessory proteins such as ankyrin and band 3 and small plaques of residual lipid. Freshly prepared skeletons were highly condensed. Incubation at low ionic strength and in the presence of dithiothreitol for an hour or more caused an expansion of the skeletons, which greatly increased the visibility of their elements. The expansion may reflect the opening of spectrin from a compact to an elongated disposition. Expanded skeletons appeared to be organized as networks of short actin filaments joined by multiple (5–8) spectrin tetramers. In unstripped preparations, globular masses were observed near the centers of the spectrin filaments, probably corresponding to complexes of ankyrin with band 3 oligomers. Some of these globules linked pairs of spectrin filaments.

Skeletons prepared with a minimum of perturbation had thickened actin protofilaments, presumably reflecting the presence of accessory proteins. The length of these actin filaments was highly uniform, averaging 33 ± 5 nm. This is the length of nonmuscle tropomyosin. Since there is almost enough tropomyosin present to saturate the F-actin, our data support the hypothesis that tropomyosin may determine the length of actin protofilaments in the red cell membrane.

The membrane of the human erythrocyte is reinforced at its cytoplasmic surface by a flexible filamentous skeleton composed of spectrin, actin, and band 4.1 (5, 10, 17, 18, 37, 52). This network can be isolated intact and still associated with a set of accessory proteins by dissolving away the overlying lipid bilayer with Triton X-100 (52). The basic skeleton is prepared by stripping away the accessory proteins with molar salt solutions (37). The major accessory proteins are ankyrin, band 3 (and its associated proteins), and band 4.9 (37). Membranes prepared in the presence of Mg +2 also contain tropomyosin, presumably bound to the actin (16).

The isolated skeleton contains two major filamentous elements; long, thin, and flexible spectrin molecules and short, thick, and linear protofilaments of actin (5, 10, 17). Spectrin is recovered from ghosts under nondissociating conditions as a mixture of (αβ) dimers, (αβ)2 tetramers, and higher oligomers (26). The most prevalent form is the tetramer (26), which measures 194 nm when fully extended (40). Several spectrin filaments are linked to each actin protofilament with junctions stabilized by band 4.1 (12, 30). Band 4.1 also connects the skeleton to the membrane by binding to integral sialoglycoproteins, glycophorins (1, 28). A second set of membrane linkages is provided by ankyrin, which binds both spectrin and to oligomers of the integral glycoprotein, band 3 (4).

The ultrastructure of the red cell skeleton has been examined by many investigators using a variety of techniques (2, 18, 29, 39, 48, 49). The native structure is so dense, however, that its molecular organization has not been directly visualized. Most of our concepts of the structure of the skeleton derive from the biochemistry and electron microscopy of the isolated proteins (6, 11, 21, 40), recombinants thereof (6, 7, 11), and fragments of the basic network (2, 39). In this work, we have studied the intact skeleton under a variety of conditions selected to reveal features of its native organization.

Materials and Methods

Materials

All chemicals were of reagent grade from Fisher Scientific Co. (Pittsburg, PA), Mallincrodt Inc. (St. Louis, MO), or J. T. Baker Chemical (Allentown, PA). Biochemicals were from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO).

Membranes (ghosts) were prepared as described (15) in 5 mM NaPi, (pH 7.0), sometimes containing 2 mM MgCl₂.

Unstripped skeletons were isolated by incubating 1 ml packed ghosts on ice for 1 h in 4 ml of the ghost buffer containing 2.5% Triton X-100 (39, 52). Stripped skeletons were prepared as described for "skeletons" in reference 39 and in the legend to Fig. 2.

Specimens for electron microscopy were prepared on fenestrated carbon
Results and Discussion

Skeletons prepared by extracting ghosts with Triton X-100 in 5 mM NaP$_2$ (pH 7.0) contained proteins essential to the integrity of the basic network (bands 1, 2, 4.1, and 5) as well as residual lipid and several accessory proteins (notably, band 2.1, a portion of band 3, band 4.2, and band 4.9; see Fig. 1, gel B). Stripping these skeletons at high ionic strength eluted the accessory proteins and the lipid segments linked to them, leaving the basic skeleton with a trace of band 4.9 (see Fig. 1, gel H and reference 37).

Ultrastructure of the Basic Skeleton

Fig. 2 shows an image of a portion of a stripped skeleton. It is seen to be a highly expanded, well-spread, single-thickness, irregular network composed of two types of interconnected filaments. One type of filament was shorter (25–75 nm), thicker (~7–8 nm), and more linear than the other; it has been identified as F-actin (39). The other type of filament was long and thin; while it rarely extended to 200 nm, it clearly tended not to cross one another and frequently ran in parallel between adjacent actin filaments. Neither oligomers of spectrin (26) nor bundles of actin (41) were identified, but they would have been difficult to observe in these preparations.

Exposure of stripped skeletons to glutaraldehyde, isotonic saline, or a combination of the two promoted their condensation. The condensation in glutaraldehyde seemed to reflect extensive lateral aggregation of neighboring spectrin filaments into fibers, while the elevation in ionic strength seemed simply to promote the collapse of the hyper-expanded networks seen in Fig. 2. The combination of glutaraldehyde and isotonic saline led to a honeycomb pattern of thick strands. These images resembled those of earlier studies in which skeletons were exposed to glutaraldehyde and/or acidic pH (18, 29, 48).

Ultrastructure of the Unstripped Skeleton

The excessive manipulations required for the preparation of stripped skeletons could have resulted in changes in their molecular organization. We therefore examined skeletons closer to the native state. In early studies, we affixed intact red blood cells to fenestrated carbon films and extracted them in situ with Triton X-100. This procedure yielded skeletons that were too often obscured by the high concentration of hemoglobin. When ghosts were prepared in 5 mM NaP$_2$ (pH 7.0), adsorbed to the carbon film, and then extracted with Triton X-100 in 5 mM NaP$_2$ (pH 7.0), the residual skeletons were quite dense and contained an excessive amount of lipid. Skeletons from ghosts extracted in suspension and applied to the film in 0.15 M NaCl-5 mM NaP$_2$ (pH 7.0) formed circular disks with a diameter of ~6 μm, much smaller than that of the parent membrane (19, 23). (A flattened red cell membrane with an area of 140 μm$^2$ [9] would form a double-layered disk of diameter 9.4 μm.) These networks were too dense to be interpreted.

We discovered that skeletons incubated in low ionic strength buffer on ice expanded progressively over the course of an hour. Longer incubations did not cause further dilation and risked dissociation of the proteins. (In retrospect, we note that the prolonged dialysis of stripped skeletons against 2 mM NaP$_2$ to remove the concentrated NaCl/sucrose solution had a similar dilating effect [Fig. 2 in reference 39].) We also found that we could apply these specimens directly to the carbon film simply by lowering the detergent concentration by dilution to 200 vol. Since the presence of detergent permitted buffer to flow through the tiny fenestrations in the carbon film, the highly diluted skeletons could be collected and mounted rapidly, thoroughly rinsed, and stained within 3 h of hemolysis.
Figure 2. The basic red cell skeleton, stripped and expanded. Ghosts were extracted with 4 vol of 2.5% Triton X-100 in 5 mM NaPi (pH 7.0) on ice for 1 h. The mixture was layered on a compound density barrier of 10 ml 10%, 10 ml 30%, and 7 ml 60% sucrose (wt/wt) in 1.5 M NaCl-5 mM NaPi (pH 7.0) and spun at 13,500 rpm for 30 min in an HB-4 rotor (36). The skeletons recovered from the 30%/60% sucrose interface were dialyzed at 5°C overnight against 2 mM NaPi (pH 7.0) containing 0.5 mM dithiothreitol. One drop of this suspension (~0.3 mg protein/ml) was spread on a fenestrated film on ice for 1 min, the excess drained by capillarity, and the grid quickly rinsed with 2 drops of 1% uranyl acetate and incubated with a final drop for 15 s at room temperature before draining away the excess and drying in air. Bar, 50 nm.

Initially, 2 mM MgCl₂ was present in the buffer from the outset to stabilize skeletons and prevent the dissociation of tropomyosin. These skeletons were ~8 μm in diameter, slightly smaller than the native red cell. Their fine structure is illustrated in Fig. 3a. The networks were condensed and lacked elongated filaments. The major structural elements were globules and short, thick, linear segments in a coarse irregular reticulum. While these structures cannot be identified unambiguously, they would appear to be a compact version of spectrin, given their abundance and the paucity of spectrin in its familiar filamentous form. While there were a few thin filaments present, they disappeared within 50 nm into the complex conglomerates. Finally, circular plaques of lipid of varied size were attached to the reticulum.

While structures such as that shown in Fig. 3a may be the most native we have examined, they did not yield all of the information we desired. We therefore reduced the concentration of MgCl₂ in the hour-long incubation to 0.05 mM. As a result, the skeletons expanded to ~11 μm, and their fine structure became clearer (Fig. 3b). Globules and short thick filaments were again the most common elements in the reticulum, even on the faces of the associated lipid segments (e.g., lower left portion of b). In addition, thin, linear filaments up to 50 nm in length ran between the compact clusters. We infer that the spectrin in these preparations is in two forms: partially elongated or condensed. However, the spectrin is not convoluted as when one or both of its ends are free (2, 6, 11, 26, 39, 40). We imagine that the spreading forces on the carbon film were strong enough to draw the uncondensed segments of spectrin filaments into a linear contour, but were insufficient to expand the condensed regions which must then have a significant strength of self-association.

The addition of 0.5 mM dithiothreitol to the 0.05 mM MgCl₂ buffer caused further expansion of the skeleton disks to ~15-μm diam; this corresponds to a surface area more than twice that of the erythrocyte. (The reducing agent may have
Figure 3. The unstripped skeleton: expansion during preparation. (a) Ghosts were prepared from fresh erythrocytes in 5 mM NaPi (pH 7.0) containing 2 mM MgCl₂. 1 vol of ghost was extracted with 4 vol of 5 mM NaPi (pH 7.0) that contained 2.5% (wt/vol) Triton X-100 and 2 mM MgCl₂ for 1 h on ice. The mixture was then diluted to 200 vol in the same buffer that lacked detergent and was incubated for an additional hour on ice. A drop of the suspension was applied slowly to a fenestrated carbon film at room temperature. The skeletons adhered and the fluid flowed through the film to a filter paper wick. The film was then washed with ten drops of water at room temperature over a few seconds and stained as in Fig. 2. (b) As in a, except that MgCl₂ was omitted from the buffer used for the final dilution. (c–e) As in b, except that the buffer used for the final dilution contained 0.5 mM dithiothreitol. The arrowheads in c–e indicate six actin protofilaments; the asterisks indicate two (or possibly three) globular complexes on spectrin filaments. Bar, 50 nm.

acted through its ability to counter the self-association of spectrin [3]. This dilation further clarified the fine structure of the network (Fig. 3, c–e). Segments of thin filaments (presumably spectrin) now extended linearly for up to 100 nm between the dense conglomerates, and individual spectrin–actin junctions were visible. We believe that these images are valuable, because they reflect a structure of the skeleton that differs from the native form primarily in being more expanded.

The ultrastructure of the unstripped skeletons represented in Fig. 3, c–e differed from that of stripped skeletons (Fig. 2 and reference 39) in several respects: (a) Circular plaques of lipid were adherent to the unstripped skeleton (see also references 37 and 52). Presumably, the integral proteins, band 3 and glycophorin, were bound to the unstripped skeletons through ankyrin and band 4.1 and held fast to bits of the bilayer. (b) The unstripped skeleton was more densely packed than the stripped skeleton, probably for several reasons. First,
Figure 3.
it contained more material (Fig. 1). Second, the unstripped skeletons are probably two-ply (a net collapsed on itself), whereas networks such as that shown in Fig. 2 seem to have been torn open during the washing of the carbon film with water (39). Third, the unstripped networks were less expanded than the stripped networks. We ascribe this to the extra time and extent of processing of the stripped skeletons at low ionic strength. Fourth, the lipid plaques in the unstripped skeleton served as gathering points for the filaments and thereby held them in closer array. (c) Extra globular particles, ~15-20 nm in diameter, were observed near the centers of spectrin tetramers (see, for example, the globules marked by asterisks in Fig. 3 d). These masses are likely to contain complexes of band 2.1, band 3, band 4.2, and band 6, the major proteins present in unstripped but not stripped skeletons (Fig. 1). It has been shown that band 2.1 and hence the band 3, which is associated with it, bind to spectrin in vitro at this position (5, 6, 10, 11, 17), and that bands 4.2 and 6 bind to band 3 (53). (d) The actin protofilaments appeared to be thicker and shorter than in the stripped skeletons, with an irregular profile but a rather uniform length (compare segments marked by arrowheads in Fig. 3, c-e with Fig. 2 and reference 39). We ascribe the thick and irregular profile of the filaments to the presence of extra material. Specifically, band 4.1 is believed to reside exclusively at spectrin/actin junctions (5, 6, 10, 11, 17) and its total mass is approximately three-fourths that of red cell actin (Fig. 1 and references 31 and 43). In addition, band 4.1 may retain glycosphosphoryn with its associated detergent and/or lipid molecules (1, 28). Finally, band 4.9 may add further to the decoration of the protofilaments in the unstripped skeleton (41).

**Actin Protofilaments in the Skeleton**

The length of actin protofilaments in unstripped skeletons was measured in preparations such as that shown in Fig. 3, c-e. To do this, we assessed every structure in several micrographs that fulfilled the following four criteria: (a) linearity; (b) association with multiple spectrin filaments; (c) both ends clearly demonstrable; and (d) a thickness of 5-10 nm. A gallery of such structures is shown in Fig. 4. We note in passing that the actin protofilaments are thickened, and the ends of many are bulbous. In addition, each actin protofilament is typically associated with 5-8 spectrin filaments. The junctions with spectrin are found both near the ends and at the center of the actin filaments. The panel in the upper right shows a globular mass on a spectrin filament.

The distribution of the length of such actin protofilaments is shown in Fig. 5 (solid line). The dashed line shows the results of a similar survey of F-actin protofilament lengths in fragments of the stripped skeleton (39). There are two conspicuous differences between these distributions: the actin protofilaments in the unstripped skeletons are shorter than in the stripped skeleton fragments (the mean lengths being 33 and 52 nm) and are less dispersed (the standard deviations being 5 nm and 15 nm, respectively). A 33-nm filament would contain 12 actin subunits (14). This value agrees well with calculations based on estimates of the number of cytochalasin B binding sites (3-4 x 10^3; reference 24) and the number of actin monomers per cell (2.5-5.0 x 10^5; references 31, 38, and 43).

Since the unstripped skeletons have been far less manipulated, we suspect that their F-actin is likely to be closer to the native form than that in the stripped skeletons. In particular, the stripped skeletons (Fig. 2) and their fragments (39) have been exposed to both very high and very low ionic strength solutions as well as sucrose density gradient centrifugation and prolonged dialysis, all in the absence of Mg^2+. These
manipulations may have both promoted the dissociation of actin-stabilizing proteins and stimulated the migration of actin monomers from one filament to another (22, 31). Indeed, there is a second population of actin oligomers in the fragments of the stripped skeletons: globules up to 15 nm in diameter that bear multiple spectrins and can nucleate actin polymerization (39). It seems likely that these globules are the remains of longer actin filaments that were eroded to a minimal size by the migration of monomers to longer actin filaments, perhaps in the low ionic strength dialysis step (22). This process would explain the results shown in Fig. 5.

The length of the actin protofilaments in the unstripped skeletons, 33 nm, corresponds precisely to the periodicity or axial repeat along the length of tropomyosin paracrystals from nonmuscle cells (13, 27). Tropomyosin in isolated human red cell membranes has a molecular weight comparable to other nonmuscle species and an abundance of one molecule per 7–8 actin monomers (16). This is enough to provide almost every 33-nm actin filament with a strand of tropomyosin in each of its two helical grooves. Thus, our data support the hypothesis that individual tropomyosin molecules may both stabilize (16) and determine the length of the actin protofilaments.

The ultrastructure of the unstripped skeletons was further clarified by adding one more step to the procedure illustrated in Fig. 3, c–e: the skeletons adherent to the fenestrated carbon films were washed vigorously with a continuous stream of distilled water just before staining. As shown in Fig. 6, this treatment expanded the skeletons to a degree comparable to that seen in Fig. 2 for basic skeletons. In addition the nonadherent portion of the networks overlying that affixed to the film was apparently removed (39). As in Fig. 3, c–e, the skeletons in Fig. 6 have globular particles in the middle of extended spectrin filaments, circular plaques of adherent lipids (stars), and short, thick actin protofilaments (arrowheads). Spectrin filaments did not intersect one another and seemed to link only adjacent actin filaments. Long, linear, but well-visualized spectrin filaments typically measured between 100 and 150 nm and rarely approached 194 nm, the length ascribed to the fully extended spectrin tetramer (40). Neither higher oligomers of spectrin (26) nor bundles of actin (41) were identified, but neither can be excluded.

A particularly interesting structure is seen in Fig. 6 b: a pair of spectrin filaments running between common points on adjacent actin protofilaments (arrowheads 1 and 2) are straddled by two globular masses (asterisks 1 and 2), each slightly removed from the midpoints of the spectrin tetramers. The globular masses are neither symmetrical nor uniform but contain substructure. Given current concepts of the associations between accessory proteins and the skeleton (5, 10, 17), we suggest that each globule is bivalent, composed of two ankyrin molecules linked to a band 3 oligomer (4, 5). Indeed, starred globule 2 appears to contain a pair of small round bodies, each on a spectrin, joined by a more elongated structure. Similarly, the spectrin tetramer associated with the actin protofilaments marked by arrowheads 2 and 3 bears a double-headed globule near its center (asterisk 3). Finally, in the far right side of this field, a globular mass, ~15 nm in diameter, sits on crossed spectrin filaments (asterisk 4). This could be two ankyrins on a band 3 oligomer linking two spectrin tetramers, which run between four different actin protofila-

ments. Thus, ankyrin/band 3 complexes may not only couple spectrin to the bilayer (4, 5, 10, 17) but may also join spectrin tetramers to one another near their centers. Bivalent ankyrin/band 3 complexes may thus provide a second spectrin linkage system complementary to that of actin/band 4.1. Of course, positive identification of each protein in these complexes is needed and is being studied.

The spectrin/actin binding ratio provides a check on the validity of our interpretation of the images we obtained of the intact skeleton. Estimates in the literature suggest that there is one spectrin dimer for every 1.0–2.5 actin monomers in the ghost (15, 31, 38, 43). These figures correspond to the joining of ~5–12 spectrin ends to each 33 nm, 12-subunit actin protofilament. Figs. 3, c–e, 4, and 6 suggest that five is a lower limit and perhaps eight is an upper limit for this binding ratio. The agreement between the biochemical and microscopic analysis is satisfying.

The skeleton of the human red cell membrane is so dense a structure that its native molecular organization has yet to be analyzed directly by electron microscopy. We have therefore explored ways to increase the visibility of the elements in the intact skeleton and the connections among them while preserving their essential organization. The experimental variable most useful to us in this regard has been the manipulation of ionic strength.

Concluding Comments

High ionic strength buffers strip skeletons of their accessory proteins. What remains are their basic or essential components (i.e., those without which the integrity of the skeleton would be lost): spectrin, actin, and band 4.1 (37). The stripped skeleton has been a valuable starting point for visualizing the organization of the intact network (see Fig. 2 and reference 39). However, significant structural alterations may attend its preparation. In particular, skeletons become highly condensed when exposed to the molar salt solutions required to strip them of accessory proteins. Their re-expansion required prolonged dialysis against very dilute buffers. As discussed above, actin monomers may migrate in this destabilizing environment, extending some filaments at the expense of others. Furthermore, the removal of accessory proteins, bands 2.1 and 3 as well as actin-binding proteins such as tropomyosin (16) and band 4.9 (41), risks altering ultrastructure significantly.

Low ionic strength, alkaline buffers have two kinds of effects on the molecular organization of the skeleton: reversible expansion and irreversible breakdown. The former is manifested by the swelling of skeletons at low ionic strength (19, 23). This dilation is requisite to our ultrastructural analysis. The irreversible effects of low ionic strength on the skeleton involve the progressive dissociation of its constituent proteins, particularly at 37°C. As spectrin tetramers dissociate to dimers (25, 34, 50) and actin protofilaments depolymerize to monomers (22, 31), the skeleton as a whole is reduced to fragments (2, 23, 39) and ultimately to its protein subunits. While we have previously exploited controlled fragmentation to increase the visibility of the components of the skeleton (39), we now seek the benefits of reversible expansion without the loss of native organization brought about by protein dissociation.

The micrographs in Fig. 3 encourage the hypothesis that
spectrin may not be in an elongated form in the native skeleton but condensed, presumably through weak intramolecular and/or intermolecular interactions which are reversed by electrostatic repulsion at low ionic strength. The fact that the skeleton can be expanded to an area a few times greater than that of the membrane itself (see above and reference 23) also suggests that spectrin is not fully extended in situ. Furthermore, it can readily be calculated that the average distance between uniformly distributed actin protofilaments on the membrane is about one-third the length of the fully extended spectrin tetramer. Since we have observed no tendency for spectrin filaments to cross or extend beyond the most proximal actins, their form in situ is likely to be condensed and/or convoluted.

The condensed structures in Fig. 3 open in a characteristic fashion: thick amorphous conglomerates give way to thin, linear segments which are recognizable as spectrin. Progressive expansion seems to reflect an increase in both the length of the linear segments and their frequency. While the structure of the conglomerates is unknown, it seems that they are not simply precipitates caused by the negative stain or other manipulations, since the images vary systematically with the conditions of preparation. Furthermore, the long incubation time required to turn conglomerates into filaments suggests that they are stable structures. The idea of reversible cohesion among flexible elements in the skeleton is also supported by studies on the thermoelasticity of the intact red cell membrane (51).

While the spectrin filaments in our micrographs vary both in length and in width, the negative staining technique does
not permit us to determine whether these parameters are inversely related and reflect the unfolding process. Even in the most highly expanded skeletons (e.g., Figs. 2 and 6), spectrin filaments, while highly elongated, rarely approach 200 nm in length. This bespeaks a propensity for spectrin to condense by intramolecular self-association, a potential that could be strongly realized in vivo. Skeletons released into isotonic saline assume a surface area smaller than the parent membrane (9, 19, 23), suggesting that the network is held open in situ through association with multiple anchor proteins in the bilayer.

The predominant skeleton-building form of spectrin in vivo appears to be an (αβ) tetramer of molecular weight ~10^6 (21, 40). Since spectrin is both highly acidic and flexible, its Stokes radius varies inversely and reversibly with ionic strength (32, 44). These features allow the shape of the purified tetramer to range widely, from a moderately asymmetrical compact form (20) to an expanded and more symmetrical flexible coil of Stokes radius ~20 nm (33, 44) to a flexible thin filament that can be drawn out to 194 nm in length (40). These excursions in folding may reflect segmental rearrangements within the molecule rather than denaturation (32, 33). Specifically, it has been proposed that spectrin polypeptides are folded into multiple stable domains, each ~12,000 in molecular weight, joined by short disordered regions (42). The electrostatic expansion of the skeleton may involve the separation of these hinged domains from a compact, associated state assumed in the conglomerates.

We are reluctant to interpret the molecular organization and dynamics of the intact skeleton in terms of what is known at present about isolated spectrin. Spectrin is universally solubilized in very dilute, alkaline buffers. We do not know whether its native folding pattern is preserved under those conditions or can be recovered upon return to physiological media. There is evidence, for example, that warming tetrameric spectrins in 5 mM NaPi at pH 7.5 leads to irreversible changes in their conformation (Fig. 5 in reference 35). Furthermore, the fact that solubilized spectrin aggregates laterally into fibrous bundles when incubated in millimolar divalent cation solutions (36, 47) suggests that the isolated spectrin may have undergone irreversible unfolding in vitro. Therefore, a consensus on the behavior of spectrin isolated in low ionic strength solutions may not immediately guide us to its structure in vivo.

It has recently been argued from hydrodynamic studies on isolated spectrin that the skeleton may behave as a gel of randomly coiled ionic elastomers with little or no stable structure within or among the chains (45). Can this hypothesis be reconciled with the kinetic stability (i.e., slow expansion) of the condensed skeleton and the compact structures seen in Fig. 3? Gels composed of charged polymers are known to undergo sharp phase transitions between condensed and expanded states as a function of ambient conditions such as ionic strength (46). The expansion of the skeleton observed in Fig. 3 could represent such a change in state. It will be important to establish whether the elasticity of the skeleton in vivo results from specific folding (51) or nonspecific condensation (45) of the elongated spectrin molecules.

In conclusion, we have yet to visualize the native skeleton in the erythrocyte, but we have been able to reduce the perturbations required to gather useful information about it. An immediate challenge is to prepare spectrin and other fractions of the skeleton in a form that is both more native and more visible than heretofore.

After the submission of our manuscript, Byers and Branton (8) published an elegant ultrastructural study on the association of proteins in the erythrocyte membrane skeleton. Their major findings agree with our own.
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